BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT (WWW.STIB-MIVB.BE)

Bus and pre-metro lines with “Diamant” stop at the intersection of Boulevard Auguste Reyers and Avenue du Diamant. BluePoint Brussels is located a few steps further on the corner of Colonel Bourg, near the telecommunications tower “RTBF”.

FROM THE AIRPORT (+/- 25 MIN.):
- Bus line 21 or 12 direction “Luxemburg”

FROM THE EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS – SCHUMAN (+/- 10 MIN.):
- Bus line 79 direction “Kraainem” or 12 / 21 direction “Brussels Airport / Permeke”

FROM CENTRAL STATION (+/- 20 MIN.):
- Metro line 1 direction “Stockel”, stop “Montgomery”
- Pre-metro line 25 direction “Rogier” or 7 direction “Heyzel” for 2 stops

FROM SOUTH STATION (+/- 30 MIN.):
- Metro line 2 direction “Elisabeth”, stop “Arts-Loi”
- Metro line 1 direction “Stockel”, stop “Montgomery”
- Pre-metro line 25 direction “Rogier” or 7 direction “Heyzel” for 2 stops

CAR PARK

BluePoint Brussels has a underground car park with 150 spaces distributed on 2 floors. You will receive a ticket at the entrance of the car park that must be validated before your departure.

ACCESSIBLE TO PEOPLE WITH REDUCED MOBILITY

STATION “VILLO!” (DIAMANT) CLOSE BY

GREEN KEY CERTIFIED VENUE

BY CAR

1. FROM THE E40 “OOSTENDE” OR E19 “ANTWERPEN”:
   - As you approach “Brussels”, take the exit: Ro direction “Zaventem”
   - E411 “Namen / Namur”
   - Exit: E40 / A3 direction “Luik - Leuven - Brussel”

2. DEPUIS LA E19 “MONS – BERGEN” OU E411 “NAMEN – NAMUR”:
   - When approaching “Brussels”, take the exit: Ro direction “Zaventem”
   - E411 “Namen / Namur”
   - Exit: E40 / A3 direction “Sint-Stevens-Woluwe / Brussel – Luik – Leuven”

3. TAKE DIRECTION “BRUSSEL - BRUXELLES”:
   - Take the exit 18 direction “Meiser – Reyers” just before the tunnels and hold your right.
   - You are now at the back of the BluePoint building. Follow rue Colonel Bourg until the junction with Boulevard A. Reyers. Turn right and a few meters further on your right after the building you will find the entrance to the BluePoint underground car park.